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WALLESHAUSEN GYULA: Do libraries develop — or increase only? (Reflections about 
innovation). — Ranganathan’s fifth library law emphasizes one-sidedly the growth — and 
quantitative change of the library. (The library is a growing organism). The passive 
cognizance of growth causes considerable difficulties why the unhealthy increase must 
be compensated by the deliberate development (innovations) of a complex system 
approach. For this, the leaders’ economical attitude and their receptivity towards new 
ideas are necessary. The presented example is: the development of catalogue proves that 
innovations may be of intellectual nature; these do not require financial investments 
(e.g. organization, rationalization, etc.); further on, they can have a technical character. 
Recently, however, the significance of innovations of technical character has increased. 
In the library the progress = growth + development. [405—413.p.]

BERECZKY LÁSZLÓ: Új Könyvek (New Books) — its present and future. — The 
fundamental function of Új Könyvek, published since 1965, is the annotated and 
evaluative processing of Hungarian book production for libraries. In the course of its 
development it becomes suitable to provide for ever new tasks: according to its tendencies 
it proceeds towards a complex service system. Its most important functions are: a) it is 
a bibliographical journal; b) it is a consulting organ for stock building (acquisition and 
weeding out); c) it offers a critical review; and d) it is an information tool. The most 
important aim of changes, „reforms” , realized step by step in the contents of the Új 
Könyvek since 1980, is to accomplish above function system. The most significant 
changes are: a) the Új Könyvek does not appear in the traditional issue-format but on 
loose leaves; b) its descriptions are prepared mechanically and according to the new 
bibliographical description standard; c) the quarterly indexes and yearly cumulative 
volumes facilitate its use. — In the function system of the Új Könyvek a good many 
other publications are included, too, besides the basic series. E.g. the pieces of the series 
„Small mirror of libraries” which fill the part of the retrospective recommendatory 
bibliography (in small libraries the catalogue in book form). These series give descriptions 
and contents of themes covering the most significant works published since 1945. 
[414-421 .p.]
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ANTAL LÁSZLÓ: About non-professional book publishing. — In consequence of the 
development in the field of political, economic and cultural life the so-called non-pro
fessional book publishing activity has started to develop speedily, in addition to the 
19 professional book publishers and the monopolised publishers. The dynamism of 
development surpasses by far that of the professional publishers. About 50 per cent of 
all published titles and some 10 per cent of the number of copies are issued by the 
non-professional publishers. Works published to no purpose, of low level and edited 
unprofessionally exist, too. The transgression of press laws is a frequent occurrence. 
There are a great number of too expensive publications of extravagant get-ups and for 
purposes of representation. However, the majority fulfils real social requirements why it 
is important to offer information on them in a country-wide organized manner. 
[422^128 .p.]

URBÁN LÁSZLÓ: Letter to the architects. Worrying about handicapped persons. — We
have to make realize the antagonistic connection between wheels and stairs. The traffic 
of handicapped visitors, limited in their motion, must be ensured in principle by using 
slopes going round the stairs. In case of larger difference in level, lift or lever should be 
built in, dimensioning them for wheel chairs. Doors and lavatories must be measured and 
the disabled persons’ interest considered. [429—431 -p.]

EGYHÁZY TIBORNÉ -  KOVÁTS ZOLTÁN: Ten years development of the Com
puterized Chemical Literary Surveying Service. — The Central Library of the Chemical 
University in Veszprém (W EKK ) started ten years ago to realize the computerized 
chemical information search. In order to develop a national service it was necessary to 
select carefully the data collection, to ensure the programme, the computer, as well as 
the needed financial means. Finally, the W EK K  organized the users’ circle interested 
in the new service. Since then, the Library launched a further SDI (Selective Disse
mination of Information) which processes information on chemical marketing. The 
development of a retrospective data collection is also in process. On account of demands 
towards retrospective bibliographies the Library would like to join, by the help of an 
on-line terminal, the international data banks. [432—435.p.]

KOVÁTS ZOLTÁN -  DÖMÖTÖR LAJOSNÉ: Effect of the Computerized Chemical 
Literary Surveying Service on other fields of library services. — As a result of the Com
puterized Chemical Literary Surveying Service at the Central Library of the Chemical 
University, Veszprém requirements towards primary chemical literature have increased. 
This growth reflects numerically in the increasing number of xerox copies prepared from 
the Library’s own stock and from the documents acquired in inter-library loan. Infor
mation flow became faster and a larger variety than earlier is instituted in the field of 
the required document types. The traditional university library developed to a service 
oriented information centre. [435-438.p.]
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TÓTH JÁNOSNÉ: Experiences gained during the processing of a county newspaper. 
Index of the Veszprémi Napló. 1945—1979. — In the course of the local knowledge 
^activity the members of the Eötvös Károly County Library, Veszprém processed in form 
of an index the newspaper of Veszprém County entitled „Veszprémi Napló”. The 
material covering 35 years was processed in a single complex alphabetical index. This 
index includes the personal names, geographical names, the names of institutions and the 
subject headings. The article treats the ideas and their solving which presented themselves 
in the course of the work. [439—445.p.]

ZENGŐ GÁBOR — ZENGŐ GÁBORNÉ: Proposal for a catalogue of new type. (News 
release.) [446—447.p.]
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on the basis of the author’s lecture published in IFLA General Conference, 1980. 13 p. 
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